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Abstract: Political conversation is at the heart of democratic societies, and it is an important 

precursor of political engagement. As society has become intertwined with the 

communication infrastructure of the internet, we need to understand the uses and the 

implications of those uses for democracy. This chapter provides an overview of the core 

topics of scholarly concern around online citizen deliberation, focusing on three key areas 

of research: the standards of quality of communication and the normative stance on citizen 

deliberation online, the impact and importance of digital platforms in structuring political 

talk, and the differences between formal and informal political talk spaces. After providing 

a critical review of these three major areas of research, we outline directions for future 

research on online citizen deliberation. 

Keywords: Online Deliberation, Political Talk, Informal Talk, Platforms, Social Media, 

Political Discussion.  

 

Political conversation is central to democratic governance (Barber 2003,Dewey 

1927; Habermas 1996 [1992]; Lasswell 1948), as it is deemed as a precursor of other forms 

of political engagement and a hallmark of an informed and engaged electorate (Conover 

and Searing 2005; Eveland 2004; Eveland and Hively 2009; Mansbridge 1999). 

Conversations about political issues that take place in everyday life help shape citizens’ 

perceptions of the society around them, keep them informed about matters of public 

concern and help them clarify their own views. People who talk about politics can rehearse 

and elaborate arguments, form opinions, and reason together, which are fundamental 

activities to build, negotiate, and understand collective identities and to foster community 

values (Walsh 2003; Gamson 1992; Moy and Gastil 2006; Kim, Wyatt, and Katz 1999; 

Wyatt, Katz, and Kim 2000).  

https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780190860806.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780190860806-e-14.
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Information and communication technologies (ICTs), such as social media 

platforms, blogs, forums and online discussion websites, are now integrated into people’s 

everyday life. They afford citizens with many opportunities to engage in political 

discussions in various ways. This chapter focuses on two forms of online political talk: 

formal deliberation that happens in platforms designed to facilitate political discussion, 

often sponsored or facilitated by institutions and that often has the outcome of informing 

policy, and informal political talk—casual conversations that take place in a variety of 

digital platforms, such as social media. First, we examine the state of the literature in the 

field, focusing on how political talk and citizen deliberation online have been approached 

and analyzed. Then, we discuss the limitations of current research and explore key 

unanswered questions. Finally, we outline an agenda for future research to advance 

scholarship on citizen deliberation online. Specifically, we argue that prior scholarship in 

these areas has historically been too wedded to normative theory. Although research that 

measures the effects of deliberation and political talk have been less prone to normative 

assumptions, the analytical scholarship that examines the content of political conversation 

still tends to lean heavily on normative assumptions, which we argue constrain the full 

range of understanding about political talk.   

  

Why Study Online Political Talk? 

Political discussion plays a central role in democratic societies as it organizes social 

life and helps citizens build a shared sense of community, citizenship, norms, and opinions 

(Barber 2003; Dewey 1927; Mansbridge 1999; Stromer-Galley and Wichowski 2011; Tarde 

[1989] 2005). Conversation about topics of public concern is the core of Habermas' (1996 

[1992]) vision of public spheres, which from his perspective are constituted via 

rational/critical discussion—what scholars tend to label deliberation. In his view, the public 

exchange of opinions about topics of public concern represents a vital form of scrutiny of 

political power. Habermas' model of communication emphasizes that the role of public 

conversations is to mediate public and private lives (1996 [1992]: 360–366) — that is, 

conversations that take place in the public spheres help raise attention to problems of 

collective concern. The Habermasian model assumes that political institutions, those 

capable of making decisions, are at the center of the political system, and these institutions 
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are influenced as a product of citizens’ engaging in rational-critical discussions. Political 

talk is also seen as fundamental for building a "strong democracy" (Barber, 2003), as it 

allows citizens to come together to form, understand, and construct identities to mediate 

conflict and build stronger communities. 

There are numerous intrinsic and extrinsic benefits associated with informal 

political conversation and deliberation. It allows citizens to form and clarify opinions, learn 

about others' perspectives and understand matters of public concern (Conover & Searing, 

2005; Moy & Gastil, 2006; Stromer-Galley & Wichowski, 2011). Political conversation 

may also promote self–efficacy, and foster civic and political engagement (Eveland and 

Hively 2009; Eveland and Hutchens 2013; Valenzuela, Kim, and Gil de Zúñiga 2012; 

Wyatt, Katz, and Kim 2000; Shah 2016; Scheufele et al. 2004). During elections, political 

talk is a source of information for voters to form preferences, as well as learn about others’ 

opinions—ultimately affecting voting behaviors (Popkin 1991).  

For these reasons, informal conversation and formal deliberation are important 

research topics within the field of political communication. As the internet and other 

communication technologies proliferate and become imbricated within everyday life, 

scholars are increasingly interested in understanding how digital spaces may foster political 

conversation and deliberation (Coleman and Blumler 2009; Stromer-Galley and Wichowski 

2011; Wright 2012). The internet, with platforms such as discussion forums and bulletin–

boards, instant messaging, and social media, offers its users opportunities to engage in 

political discussions in various ways. As such, these technologies promote the extension of 

public spheres by fostering the formation of publics that are diverse and spread across many 

platforms—often challenging the boundaries of public and private spheres (Papacharissi 

2009; Bruns and Highfield 2016). Online discussions are also dynamic: people may enter 

or leave at any point, they can be synchronous or asynchronous, people may participate in 

different moments, and conversations that begin in one platform may continue in another 

one (Brundidge 2010a).  

As the World Wide Web began to diffuse through Western democratic societies, 

scholars looked at the characteristics of the internet, such as its ability to bridge people 

across geographic distances, ideological and social divides to revitalize political interest 

and involvement by the public (Abramson, Arterton, and Orren 1988; Buchstein 1997; 
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Coleman and Blumler 2009; Dahlgren 2005; Lincoln Dahlberg 2001; Hill and Hughes 

1997; Street 1997). Yet, there were contrarian voices raising the concern that the internet 

would contribute to fragmentation and polarization as people choose not to bridge divides 

but to self-select into like-minded groups and avoid content that challenges their own 

views—a perspective rooted in theories of selective exposure and cognitive dissonance 

(Dahlberg 2007; Sunstein 2009; Garrett, Carnahan, and Lynch 2013).   

 The diverse landscape of conversational environments online can facilitate many 

forms of political talk, ranging from formal e-deliberation and e-participation platforms 

connected to decision-making bodies to more informal spaces such as social media. As 

such, after over two decades of research, empirical findings about the democratic potential 

of the internet suggest that such diversity of digital platforms, people, and purposes means 

that there are not clear, singular effects, and moreover that claims about the democratic 

benefits of these platforms, or lack thereof, cannot be generalized (Coleman and Moss 

2012; Friess and Eilders 2015) 

Although the diversity of conversational spaces may foster different types of 

political discussion (e.g. formal or informal, homogeneous or heterogeneous; synchronous 

or asynchronous), the idea that the internet would foster public spheres that could exhibit 

some of the desirable features of public deliberation has influenced scholarship and 

research to the point that many privilege a normative stance when investigating the content 

of citizen deliberation online, that is, focusing on the extent to which these discussions 

feature a rational, respectful, and inclusive exchange of arguments that are driven by the 

common good instead of personal gains (Chadwick 2009; Coleman and Moss 2012;  

Freelon 2013). This approach, however, places an unrealistic expectation that online 

political talk would abide to the norms of public deliberation—which are rarely found in 

informal public spheres (Habermas 2006) —, and overlooks and undervalues less 

sophisticated forms of political talk that often take place in digital platforms.  

 

The Normative Approach to Citizen Deliberation and Discussion 

 Research on online citizen deliberation and political talk is heavily informed by 

theories of deliberative democracy, which places political debates in the public sphere at 

the core of a well-functioning political system (Parkinson and Mansbridge 2012; Gutmann 
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and Thompson 1996; Cohen 2007). The perspective of digital platforms as civic spaces or 

public spheres capable of fostering political action was notably characterized by empirical 

studies grounded in the normative criteria defined mainly by Habermas (1996 [1992]) to 

describe the qualities of a public sphere. According to this approach, the public sphere is 

constituted out of a communicative practice when citizens get together to discuss matters of 

public concern. These spheres are characterized by inclusivity, in terms of equal 

opportunities of access and participation of a diverse group of people, freedom in that 

people are free to express their views without coercion from institutional, economic, or 

political power, rationality, meaning that people engage in that talk while exercising reason 

and logic (over emotion and predisposition), and reciprocity, where people are able to set 

aside their own needs and interests and genuinely hear, appreciate, and respond to the 

perspectives of others (Habermas, 1996 [1992]; Mansbridge, 1999). Although these criteria 

are demanding, scholars have argued that they should be used as indicators of the quality of 

deliberation—both in online and offline contexts (Dahlgreen, 2004; Friess & Eilders, 2015; 

Mansbridge, 1999)  

 A large body of research in online discussion—formal and informal—suggests that 

computer-mediated communication fails to meet these ideals (Chadwick 2009; Coleman & 

Moss 2012; Wilhelm 2000). Empirical work on citizen deliberation online has investigated 

the extent to which it fulfills one or more of these criteria, such as civility (Papacharissi 

2004; Rowe 2015); respect and heterogeneity (Maia and Rezende 2016; Wojcieszak and 

Mutz 2009; Stromer-Galley and Muhlberger 2009), argumentative quality,  reflexivity, and 

inclusiveness (Black 2009; Kies 2010; Black 2011; Stromer-Galley 2007).  Yet, several 

studies have identified that citizen deliberation online often includes rude or uncivil 

discourse, which is largely seen as incompatible with deliberation because it impedes 

respectful and reflexive discourse that advances the common good (Wilhelm 1998; Santana 

2014; Buchstein 1997). Some scholars further argue that the lack of respect in online 

deliberation threatens their democratic potential (Davis 2005; Hill and Hughes 1997). 

 Aside from civility, or lack thereof, scholars have raised concerns about the quality 

of discussion. Deliberation and informal discussion have been held to standards of rational 

discourse, which includes well-justified positions, with participants willing to explain their 

position in ways that others could understand (Mansbridge, 1999). Research focused on 
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normative criteria suggests that online discussions are often characterized by low rationality 

and underdeveloped argumentation (Weger and Aakhus 2003; Ellis and Maoz 2007; 

Wilhelm 1998; Karlsson 2012; Hill and Hughes 1997), as well as a lack of willingness to 

engage with ideologically opposed perspectives (Jankowski and van Selm 2000; Schneider 

1996).  

Although this normative stance pervades research about online discussion, some 

scholars have criticized this approach. The critique argues that normative ideals place an 

unrealistic expectation that citizens will adhere to sophisticated norms of discussion and 

engage with heterogeneous others in a respectful way (Chadwick, 2009; Coleman & Moss, 

2012; Hartz-Karp & Sullivan, 2014). Another critique is that that the empirical work on 

online deliberation has stretched the concept to the point that it is unclear what conditions 

are even necessary for deliberation to occur (Fries & Eilders, 2015), which makes 

comparisons and meta-analyses challenging. A third critique is that the focus on 

deliberative criteria ignores other forms of democratically relevant communication and 

discussion, such as talk within like-minded communities that creates issue publics, which 

may seed activism (Chadwick 2009; Freelon 2010). Moreover, scholars have argued that 

the expectation that online discussions would be characterized by sophisticated discourse 

and rational argumentation is incompatible with the nature of most digital spaces (Freelon 

2013; Mendonça 2015). These online discussions have value; they are not irrelevant or 

inherently problematic for democratic citizenry simply because they fail to meet normative 

standards of ideal discourse (Shah 2016; Wojcieszak & Mutz 2009). 

More recent scholarship has approached online discussion from stances other than 

the deliberative. Their work suggests that there are other important aspects of online 

deliberation to which we should attend. Emotion, humor, and personal experiences, for 

example, are a large part of online discussion. They contribute to community building and 

can help clarify people’s perspectives which are vital to support democratic goals (Black 

2013; Gastil and Black 2007; Mendonça 2015).  

The recognition of other forms of communication as legitimate emerged from the 

empirical turn in deliberative studies, which called for a more holistic view of interpersonal 

communicative processes (Black 2013; Gastil and Black 2007). As well, accepting these 

heterogeneous modalities of communication enables scholars to understand, and value, less 
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formal political discussions. A turn away from normative to more empirical examination 

has also challenged the concerns around incivility. Some scholars have advocated that 

online discussions should not be held to the same politeness standards as face-to-face 

discussion (Papacharissi 2004; Rossini 2019). Finally, some argue that deliberative 

capacities are not naturally occurring behaviors, and they need to be incentivized, taught, 

and supported through design and construction of deliberative forums and environments 

(Coleman and Moss 2012; Dryzek 2009).  

  

Deliberative by Design 

Deliberation is best understood as a constructed process, one that does not occur 

naturally (Coleman & Moss 2012). This idea is particularly useful to understand citizen 

deliberation in digital environments, as platform affordances structure the ways people 

interact with each other when discussing politics online (Davies and Chandler 2013; Kies 

2010; Janssen and Kies 2004). By affordances, we mean perceived and actual properties of 

an object, that is, design aspects and cues that suggest how an object should be manipulated 

and used (Norman 2002). Studies on platform affordances are interested in the input of 

deliberation—that is, the design choices and features that may promote deliberative 

behavior (Friess & Eilders 2015). Scholars have mainly focused on three aspects of 

mediated communication—identification, moderation, and synchronicity—that have been 

found to effect online deliberation by facilitating or constraining certain behaviors (Davies 

and Chandler 2013; Wright and Street 2007; Kies 2010).  

Identification, the degree to which one's personal identity is revealed online, is 

arguably one of the most influential aspects of computer-mediated communication 

(Kennedy 2006; Kling et al. 1999; Santana 2014; Suler 2004). Deliberative scholars 

anticipated that the ability to participate in a conversation anonymously would incentivize 

the participation of minority voices and marginalized groups, as they would not be 

constrained by their identities, social status, or other personal characteristics, and could 

therefore enter the public sphere as equals. Anonymity, then, was seen as a valuable asset in 

promoting equality and freedom of expression, leveling the field for deliberation to occur, 

particularly around sensitive topics (Janssen and Kies 2004; Papacharissi 2004). Several 

studies, however, have found that the anonymity afforded by many online platforms 
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facilitates behaviors, such as uncivil discourse, trolling, and flaming (Coe, Kenski, and 

Rains 2014; Herring et al. 2002; Hill and Hughes 1997; Hmielowski, Hutchens, and 

Cicchirillo 2014; Santana 2014). Scholars argue that the lack of identity cues facilitates a 

"disinhibition effect"—people feel disconnected from their real identities in the absence of 

social cues and constraints inherent to face-to-face interaction and are prone to express their 

opinions harshly without worrying about the consequences of their actions (Suler 2004). 

Research comparing anonymous and identified online conversation in different 

platforms—ranging from discussion forums, comments on news websites and social 

media—suggest that identification may reduce the presence of uncivil behavior, as users 

tend to "save face" when using real names (Maia and Rezende 2016; Rowe 2015; Santana 

2014; Stromer-Galley and Wichowski 2011). Conversely, studies focused on online 

deliberation have found that discussions in which participants have profiles or use real 

names tend to foster sincerity, rationality and quality of justification, as well as overall 

quality of a debate (Coleman & Moss 2012; Davies & Chandler 2013; Friess and Eilders 

2015; Kies 2010). Scholars have also identified that debates tend to persist over time when 

participants are identified, suggesting a higher level of engagement (Janssen and Kies 

2004). 

Another platform affordance identified as relevant in shaping citizen deliberation 

online is moderation. Digital platforms, such as news websites, discussion forums, and e-

deliberation platforms, often adopt content moderation to ensure that users will respect pre-

determined norms and community values, as well as to foster lively and focused 

discussions (Harris, Morgan, and Gibbs 2013; Wise, Hamman, and Thorson 2006; Stroud 

et al. 2014; Janssen and Kies 2004; Davies and Chandler 2013). There are distinct 

approaches to content moderation, and they impact citizen engagement in political 

discussions in different ways. In some cases, moderators actively participate in a discussion 

by introducing topics for discussion, motivating participants to express their views, 

incentivizing community values, and enforcing discussion rules. Research has shown that 

active moderation may foster deliberative values and improve the quality of the discussion 

(Friess and Eilders 2015; Stroud et al. 2014; Kies 2010; Wright 2006; Wise, Hamman, and 

Thorson 2006). 
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Moderators may also be silent (or invisible), which are those who actively monitor 

discussions to filter messages that are incompatible with the rules but are not active 

participants in the debate. Silent moderation is conducted or supervised by humans, but 

may employ automated methods, such as blocking messages based on lists of prohibited or 

sensitive words (Friess & Eilders 2015; Kies 2010; Wise, Hamman, and Thorson 2006; 

Wright 2006). In social media platforms, moderation may be conducted after other users 

"flag" inappropriate behavior, which then requires a human moderator to review the content 

of the message. Platforms also remove content based on automated filters for content 

moderation (Gillespie 2010, 2018). As most of the conversation on social media is open, 

non-threaded, and unmoderated, scholars, however, have flagged these environments to be 

inadequate for quality discussion (Hess 2009; Halpern and Gibbs 2013). 

Finally, in computer-mediated communication environments, the temporality of the 

discussion also affects how people express themselves. In synchronous platforms, such as 

instant messengers or chat rooms, people need to be together at the same time to participate 

in a discussion—using text, audio, or video. These environments affect the "deliberative 

quality" of messages because they are characterized by brief and often incomplete 

exchanges of ideas, as participants need to react fast to what others are saying (Davies & 

Chandler 2013; Kies 2010). Participants in synchronous interactions, however, tend to find 

these conversations more informative and persuasive than asynchronous ones (Ng and 

Detenber 2005), perhaps because they feel more interactive (Paulus and Phipps 2008). 

Asynchronous platforms, conversely, are those in which participants may enter and leave a 

discussion over time, and revisit it after others have participated—such as forums, bulletin 

boards, comments in news websites and so forth. As there are fewer temporal constraints, 

participants in asynchronous platforms are more likely to write longer messages and 

explain their perspectives better, as well as to present evidence to support their claims. 

Scholars have argued that synchronous communication platforms help promote deliberative 

behaviors, thus being more adequate to support political discussion—particularly around 

public policy, government, and political decision-making processes (Friess and Eilders 

2015; Kies 2010; Stromer-Galley et al. 2012). 

Who participates in online talk also matters. Even if digital platforms can, at least in 

theory, promote more inclusive participation in political talk, scholars find that online 
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discussions tend to be dominated by a few people (Todd Graham and Wright 2014; Davis 

2005; Koop and Jansen 2009). More importantly, those who participate in online political 

discussions are historically advantaged and enfranchised groups, suggesting that these 

environments are not fostering broader and more diverse public spheres. Research suggests 

that those who are white, well educated, and older are more likely to engage in both 

informal conversation and formal deliberation (Baek, Wojcieszak, and Delli Carpini 2012; 

Davis 2005; Johnson et al. 2007; Nam and Stromer-Galley 2012). It is important to note a 

few exceptions, for instance "Black Twitter" as a means of identity construction and 

empowerment of Black social media users (Brock 2012; Florini 2014), or the "Black Lives 

Matter" movement on social media ( Freelon, McIlwain, and Clark 2018; Jackson and 

Welles 2016). The use of social media not only by activists, but also by those who identify 

with particular issues and causes enables the formation of counter-public spheres, giving 

voice and visibility by discussing, sharing information, and disputing hegemonic views 

(Jackson and Welles 2016; Gallagher et al. 2016). 

 Design thus matters. This review is not comprehensive of all platform affordances 

that may affect online citizen deliberation, but identification, moderation, and temporality 

are consistently seen as the main design choices to promote or constrain specific forms of 

expression in computer-mediated communication ( Wright 2006; Davies and Chandler 

2013; Freelon 2013; Friess and Eilders 2015).  As platforms evolve, however, scholars 

need to be mindful of other, less visible practices, such as the use of algorithms for filtering 

and selecting content and determining visibility, particularly on social media platforms, that 

may affect the content and the quality of political discussions (Gillespie 2018).  

 

Venues of Discussion: Formal and Informal 

  When citizens engage in online discussion and deliberation in their everyday lives, 

these encounters are shaped not only by platform affordances, but also by contextual 

factors, such as with whom a person is talking, when or where the conversation is taking 

place, and the extent to which its outcomes may affect public policy, or social relationships. 

Several studies of online deliberation have focused on platforms that have clear political 

purposes, such as online forums, political discussion boards and more formal initiatives for 

e-participation and e-deliberation, which may or may not be sponsored by political 
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institutions (Davies and Chandler 2013; Friess and Eilders 2015; Peixoto and Fox 2016; 

Karlsson 2012; Stromer-Galley, Webb, and Muhlberger 2012; Rossini and Oliveira 2016). 

More recently, the attention is shifting to informal spaces, where politics is not in the 

forefront but may emerge from other types of discussion—for instance, debates around 

entertainment, sports, family issues and so on (Marques and Maia 2010; Wright 2012; Shah 

2016; Bruns and Highfield 2016). 

Scholars have investigated whether deliberation can foster more engagement with 

the government and other political institutions and spark a more active citizenry by 

promoting new opportunities for political participation (Coleman and Moss 2012; Peixoto 

and Fox 2016; Cordoba-Pachon and Ochoa-Arias 2010; De Cindio 2012). The promise of 

“e-government” and e-participation influenced the adoption of internet-based deliberative 

forums in many countries, with mixed effects (Coleman & Blumler 2009; Coleman & Moss 

2012; Friess & Eilders 2015; Kies 2010). Initiatives that are sponsored by political 

institutions, such as local or state governments, or legislative bodies can be considered 

formal venues of citizen deliberation online. These platforms may employ a plethora of 

participation methods to foster citizen engagement in political decision-making, such as 

deliberative forums, digital consultation, and voting (Chadwick and May 2003; Chadwick 

2011; Wright 2006). Their effectiveness is generally analyzed in terms of whether citizen-

driven deliberation can have real influence in political decision-making (Coleman & Moss 

2012; Kies 2010; Rossini & Oliveira 2016). Scholars also note that whether a discussion 

forum is connected to political institutions may drive citizens' perceptions of efficacy and 

value. Deliberative forums that have a clear connection to the political sphere are deemed 

as strong public spaces (Janssen & Kies 2005; Kies 2010), and people feel empowered 

when formal institutions sponsor the deliberation (Friess & Eilders, 2015). In other words, 

people who participate in formal venues for online deliberation tend to believe that their 

engagement will have an impact on decision-making (Stromer-Galley and Muhlberger 

2009; Rossini and Oliveira 2016), whether or not it actually does. It is worth noting, 

however, that research on more formal deliberative platforms also need to consider the 

outcomes of deliberative processes, particularly when those are fostered by political 

institutions in order to understand the extent to which these practices can actually give 
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voice to citizens and enable meaningful participation (Chadwick 2011; Chadwick and May 

2003; Peixoto and Fox 2016).  

The outcomes of citizen deliberation online are not restricted to whether they 

produce policy-related results or affect political decision-making. There are also epistemic 

gains that are often associated with online deliberation, such as the opportunity for 

discussants to learn about others' opinions and values, and to engage in cross-cutting 

debates (Valenzuela, Kim, and Gil de Zúñiga 2012; Shah 2016). For instance, research has 

shown that online discussions tend to expose participants to diverse opinions (Wojcieszak 

and Mutz 2009; Brundidge 2010b; Garrett, Carnahan, and Lynch 2013), which has been 

associated with many benefits, such as increasing argumentative capacities, improving 

one's ability to articulate reasons to express their own perspectives, and fostering an 

understanding of arguments held by the "other side" (Price, Capella, and Nir 2002). 

Another benefit of online discussion is that it may help participants understand the other 

side and change their own opinions—or at least become more moderate and tolerant 

(Wojcieszak and Price 2012). Despite the scholarly concern with the formation of echo 

chambers and political polarization online, several studies have demonstrated that digital 

media can facilitate exposure to political heterogeneity—partially due the fluid boundaries 

between digital platforms, and, in the context of social media, due to the engagement with 

weak ties, which tend to be politically heterogeneous (Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic 2015; 

Anspach 2017; Choi and Lee 2015; Brundidge 2010a). 

Formal spaces for citizen deliberation online and platforms that have clear political 

purposes tend to attract citizens who are more interested and engaged in politics, creating 

an often-criticized self-selection bias that prevents these debates from being inclusive and 

diverse. Scholars have noted that those who discuss politics online tend to be 

predominantly male, white, and well educated (Price, Nir, and Cappella 2006; Stromer-

Galley, Webb, and Muhlberger 2012). As well, research suggests that these discussions are 

often dominated by few participants (Davis 2005; Koop and Jansen 2009; Graham and 

Wright 2014).  

Most research on citizen deliberation online has focused on formal discussion 

environments (those sponsored by political institutions) and less formal spaces created with 

the goal of discussing politics (e.g. forums, bulletin boards). Recently, scholars have been 
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interested in studying informal political conversation online (Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic 

2015; Halpern and Gibbs 2013; Wright 2012; Graham 2012). These informal spaces were 

challenging to study before the internet. Informal discussion studies were typically 

conducted by surveys that inquired about people’s behavior and perceptions about their 

everyday interactions, and investigated its effects (Jacobs, Cook, and Carpini 2009; 

Huckfeldt, Mendez, and Osborn 2004; Kim, Wyatt, and Katz 1999; Wyatt, Katz, and Kim 

2000; Eveland 2004; Eveland and Hively 2009). Some scholars also conducted qualitative 

studies, observing groups that talk about politics regularly (Walsh 2003; Gamson 1992). As 

the internet diffused, and people took to email and email lists, internet relay chat, bulletin 

boards, Usenet, chat forums, and social media, researchers have been able to investigate 

more deeply the talk itself using content analysis and observational methods. The attention 

to less formal political spaces is driven by the observation that political talk online is not 

restricted to digital platforms that are created specifically for political purposes. Rather, 

much like political conversations in everyday life, they can emerge when people are talking 

about other topics, such as hobbies or entertainment (Wright 2012; Graham 2010; Shah 

2016; Graham and Hajru 2011).  

Research focusing on informal communication spaces has also been influenced by 

deliberative theory, and findings often point to the lack of quality, respect, reflexivity and 

rationality in these environments. For instance, as online news websites adopt commenting 

features, researchers have been concerned with the quality of these discussions and their 

seeming inability to foster democratically relevant political talk (Chen and Lu 2017; 

Santana 2014; Stroud et al. 2014). More often than not, these studies find that discussions 

in the comments section lack quality in relation to deliberative norms (Rowe 2015; Santana 

2014),  and they often raise an alarm about the presence of uncivil discourse (Rowe 2015; 

Anderson et al. 2014; Coe, Kenski, and Rains 2014; Borah 2014). Studies focused, 

however, on the effects of online political talk in more informal spaces using a multitude of 

methods suggest that there are several democratically desirable outcomes associated with 

political talk even for the sake of “just talking”—that is, regardless of its quality (Eveland 

2004; Gil de Zúñiga, Valenzuela, and Weeks 2016; Nisbet and Scheufele 2004). For 

instance, platforms such as Facebook and Twitter may contribute to widening one's access 

to different perspectives (Halpern and Gibbs 2013; Anspach 2017; Bakshy, Messing, and 
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Adamic 2015). This happens because these networks facilitate the maintenance of weak 

social ties, which are likely to be more diverse than one's closer relationships (Scheufele et 

al. 2006). Even though Facebook's news feed algorithms are designed to resemble users' 

preferences, challenging political views still surface as users' peers are not always 

politically aligned (Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic 2015).  

As social media platforms are now a mainstay for those who are online (Smith and 

Anderson 2018), researchers have been investigating sites such as Facebook and Twitter 

and how and whether they may foster political discussion online, as well as other forms of 

political participation and activism (Bode et al. 2014; Halpern and Gibbs 2013; Choi and 

Lee 2015; Freelon, McIlwain, and Clark 2018). Twitter is particularly prominent in this 

literature, as it is perceived as a more public space in ways that Facebook and other 

platforms are not. As well, the use of hashtags to index conversations around certain topics 

on Twitter facilitates the formation of issue publics (Bruns and Highfield 2016; Bruns 

2008), thereby making it easier to follow debates around live events and relevant issues 

(Langman 2013; Gallagher et al. 2016;  Freelon, McIlwain, and Clark 2018). Citizens also 

turn to Twitter to talk about campaigns and elections, and when doing so are likely to be 

exposed to more heterogeneous information (Vaccari et al. 2016; Colleoni, Rozza, and 

Arvidsson 2014). As well, having heterogeneous networks on social media seems to affect 

opinion expression, as those with more heterogeneous networks are more likely to engage 

in political discussion on social media (Barnidge et al. 2018). 

Despite concerns around echo-chamber effects—where only the likeminded talk to 

each other—research on social media suggests that online discussion tends to be diverse It 

also  sheds light onto how segments of the population who otherwise are not participating 

in more formal discussion venues are nevertheless engaging in political talk. The 

heterogeneity of political discussions on social media can be credited to the fact that these 

platforms appeal to broader demographics, and also because they facilitate inadvertent 

exposure to political discussions and issues (Valeriani and Vaccari 2016; Bakshy, Messing, 

and Adamic 2015; Kim 2011). For instance, research has shown that social media is used 

by younger people to engage with, and talk about politics (Vromen, Xenos, and Loader 

2015; Loader, Vromen, and Xenos 2014; Bennett 2014; Bennett, Wells, and Freelon 2011). 

As well, research on Twitter shows how discussions around hashtags on Twitter helped 
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protesters—often from minority groups—gather media attention and organize for political 

action around events such as the Arab Spring, Occupy Wall Street, and Black Lives Matter 

(Freelon, McIlwain, and Clark 2018; Gallagher et al. 2016; Douai and Nofal 2012; Bennett 

and Segerberg 2011). Research has suggested that some people perceive social media as a 

risky environment to engage in political talk (Barnidge et al. 2018; Mascheroni and Murru 

2017; Thorson 2014). Qualitative studies based on interviews have found that young 

people, especially, feel constrained by the public nature of Facebook messages (Mascheroni 

and Murru 2017), or by the fact that messages can be taken out of context and read by 

others beyond the intended audience (Thorson 2014).  

Even though there has been substantial attention to how social networking sites may 

support political talk, less is known about private online discussion spaces. Mobile instant 

messaging services (MIMS), such as Whatsapp, are important venues of political talk yet 

little research has been conducted there. A comparative study by Valeriani and Vaccari 

(2017) analyzing the use of MIMS across three European countries found that these 

platforms play a particular role in fostering political talk: people who may self-censor 

opinions on social networking sites tend to use instant messaging apps to discuss politics, 

and these private spaces invite discussions that are less heterogeneous and more 

ideologically extreme.  

Finally, a less explored venue of research in online citizen deliberation is focused on 

understanding the reasons why people engage in these behaviors. The motivations to 

discuss politics may be civic or social, and these are related to several individual 

characteristics, such as age, gender, and social network size, as well as political interests, 

such as political efficacy, knowledge, and partisanship (Gil de Zuñiga et al 2016). People 

may engage in online political talk to be sociable, to become more informed, to hear 

diverse perspectives, to learn more about their own opinions, and to vent their anger at 

current events or policies (Stromer-Galley, 2003). Motivations also include to pass the time 

and have fun (Svensson, 2015). Unsurprisingly, civic motivations, such as wanting to learn 

more about a topic, form opinions, and be exposed to diverse perspectives, tend to be 

associated with frequency of discussion and higher political interest. Social motivations, 

such as getting to know others and passing the time, also tend to lead to more civic 

behavior over time, suggesting that even discussions that happen for entertainment reasons 
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have intrinsic benefits (Gil de Zúñiga, Jung, and Valenzuela 2012; Gil de Zúñiga, 

Valenzuela, and Weeks 2016). In some cases, people feel less constrained to express their 

political views when they are online (Ho and McLeod 2008; Suler 2004), perhaps because 

they are often protected by some level of anonymity (Barnidge 2017). It is worth noting 

that studies examining motivations are mostly focused on informal spaces, and less is 

known about the motivations of those who participate in formal deliberation venues 

(Stromer-Galley, 2015). These findings further suggest that limiting the scope of 

democratically relevant conversation to those that conform with deliberative purposes 

makes it challenging to recognize the value of informal political talk online (Gil de Zúñiga, 

Valenzuela, and Weeks 2016; Hardy and Scheufele 2005; Chadwick 2009; Papacharissi 

2004) 

 

New Directions for Studying Online Citizen Deliberation 

 

Studying online citizen deliberation and political discussion is important, as these 

activities are inherently necessary for a well-functioning democracy. In order for people to 

know their opinions and gain a sense of opinions of others, they need to communicate their 

values and perspectives and debate contested issues. This is how public opinion is 

constructed, and these discussions are also necessary for citizens to hold the state 

accountable and make sense of issues that affect society (Habermas 1996). This is also how 

individuals come to better understand their own opinions (Price, Nir, and Cappella 2006), 

and the exercise of expression and argumentation strengthens opinion, which is beneficial 

for political systems as people often learn in the process of discussing with others (Walsh 

2003; Fishkin, Luskin, and Jowell 2000; Conover, Searing, and Crewe 2002).  

There has been a strain of scholarship in this area that has taken a normative stance 

in examining political discussion online. As we have articulated earlier, although normative 

scholarship is important, the stance of applying the Habermasian rational/critical 

deliberative paradigm to a range of types of discussion from formal deliberation to informal 

political talk online limits what can be learned from studying them. Evaluating formal 

deliberation using normative criteria is appropriate given that the aims of such generally 

align with the goals of these types of discussions. It is inappropriate, however, to apply 
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such normatively-based evaluation criteria to informal online political discussion. The ends 

for such discussion do not align with rational/critical ideals, nor should we be expecting 

them to do so.  

People talk politics online for a variety of reasons, including entertainment, 

socialization, and venting (Stromer-Galley 2003; Gil de Zúñiga, Valenzuela, and Weeks 

2016; Bazarova and Choi 2014; Gamson 1992; Walsh 2003). Such motives and behaviors 

may still produce positive benefits for individuals and for the public, even when they do not 

meet rational-critical discourse expectations (Eveland and Hutchens 2013; Eveland 2004; 

Hardy and Scheufele 2005; Scheufele et al. 2006, 2004; Gil de Zúñiga, Valenzuela, and 

Weeks 2016; Weeks, Ardèvol-Abreu, and Gil de Zúñiga 2017). As well, engaging with 

informal political talk has been consistently associated with other forms of political 

participation, suggesting that less structured discussions that happen in everyday life can 

have a positive effect in triggering other political interests (Nisbet and Scheufele 2004; 

Vromen, Xenos, and Loader 2015; Conover and Searing 2005; Kwak et al. 2005; Gil de 

Zúñiga, Valenzuela, and Weeks 2016). In short, we urge scholars to consider the discussion 

platform and the type of communication before taking a normative stance to analyze the 

relevance of online citizen deliberation. We also hope to see scholars go beyond the 

analysis of ideal features to better understand and interpret the characteristics of political 

talk in digital environments (Papacharissi 2004; Rossini 2019). Future research needs to 

continue to explore and develop other promising veins of interpretivist, post-positivist, and 

design scholarship, as well as critical and political economy scholarship.  

One area that needs more research is in comparative scholarship. Comparison here 

takes on a few dimensions. First, comparative research is needed to understand political talk 

between platforms. Given that design matters, it is vitally important that scholars continue to 

map out the ways that software architectures interact with their uses in ways that shape 

deliberation and informal talk. There is an intense focus currently on social media sites as 

places for networked political discussion, but political discussion also occurs in other places, 

such as old-fashioned email lists and message board forums. Although it is challenging to 

compare platforms outside of an experimental setting, or to get access to less public 

discussion platforms, such as e-mail, researchers need to be conscientious of how platform 

affordances structure political talk online.  
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Another dimension of comparison is cultural. There have been very few cross-cultural 

studies to understand how the cultural context further shapes the nature of political 

deliberation and discussion. How do countries with Western norms of atomistic and rugged 

individualistic conceptualizations compare with countries with a more Confucian orientation 

to community, for example? A third dimension of comparison is socio-economic. There 

remains little systematic analysis about the demographic, economic, and other variables that 

likely play into one’s interest and willingness to engage in public deliberations or more 

informal political discussion. For example, there’s a small body of scholarship that suggests 

women are more avoidant of informal political discussion (Stromer-Galley and Wichowski 

2011). More work is needed to understand the causes and consequences of this. 

Relatedly, more design work is needed. Communication scholars tend to study 

existing systems, but human-computer interaction scholars often engage in design science 

research in which they develop and experiment with different software designs to ascertain 

how humans and the designs influence each other. Experiments with different design features 

have demonstrated how particular practices impact participants’ experiences, behaviors and 

perceptions, as well as the quality of the discussions (Stroud et al. 2014; Stroud, Muddiman, 

and Scacco 2016). If more scholars brought their expertise into design, perhaps we could see 

more robust and welcoming discussion systems. There is a related issue here, which is that 

most of the discussion spaces that exist online for informal talk are predominantly corporate-

owned. More work is needed to understand the implications and the design choices in 

corporate spaces that shape the quality and character of informal talk and who participates 

there. As well, research needs to be aware of how corporate practices that are not always 

transparent may affect and constrain particular forms of expression (Gillespie 2010, 2018). 

By extension what could public policy and regulation do to help spurn more inclusive, 

transparent, and effective public, political discussion spaces that are not corporate-owned? 

In conclusion, the field of online citizen deliberation research needs to continue to 

expand its scope beyond the quality of communication and their alignment with normative 

ideals of democratic deliberation and the public sphere to further explore other important 

factors that shape citizens’ experiences when engaging with political talk online. As digital 

platforms become increasingly ubiquitous, inclusive, and an inherent part of everyday life, 

research needs to move away from expectations of a normative ideal of discussion to better 
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understand the different ways people engage with political discussions and express their 

opinions online, as well as how these conversations are affected by design choices, corporate 

practices, and culture.   
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